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to inclusion of PICO◊ Single Use Negative
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in surgical care bundles
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A consensus on single-use NPWT (sNPWT) for managing
surgically closed incisions as part of surgical care bundles

Summarises the findings of a panel that:1
• Evaluated how to incorporate prophylactic
use of sNPWT into perioperative incision
management protocols
• Developed guidance that utilises clinical
evidence and experience, as well as including
a proposal for establishing change

Singer RW, et al.
Wounds. 2021;33(Suppl 12):S11–S23.
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Guidance on use of sNPWT for surgically closed incisions
Background and aims

Despite increasing evidence supporting its use to help
prevent surgical site complications (SSCs), there is no
consensus on whether sNPWT should be part of a surgical
care bundle and, if so, how best to employ this approach
as part of managing surgically closed incisions.1
A multinational panel from Australia, Spain, the UK
and the USA was convened comprising:1
• Three orthopaedic surgeons, a director of cardiac
surgery, a consultant obstetrician and gynaecologist,
one chief of plastic surgery, a clinical nurse specialist
and an infection control specialist
The panel discussed ways to incorporate prophylactic use
of sNPWT into perioperative incision management protocols
and developed a proposal to action the findings1
• PICO◊ sNPWT was the reference product for discussions

The aim of this resource is to review
the panel insights and recommendations
and demonstrate how they can be applied
to the use of PICO sNPWT
as part of surgical care bundles
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Assessing risk for use of sNPWT in surgical patients
How it applies to use of PICO◊ sNPWT
Panel members highlighted a need for risk assessment when considering implementation
of PICO sNPWT to help reduce the incidence of surgical site complications (SSCs):1

Risk factors

Risk assessment
Is primarily the responsibility of the surgeon
or surgical team

Risk factors for SSCs, which may be mitigated
by PICO sNPWT, include:

• Incision management can be planned prior
to surgery

• BMI >35kg/m2

• A risk-based algorithm can be used
to identify patients at high risk of SSCs prior
to surgery

• Poor nutrition
• Poor diabetic control
• Immunosuppression
• Chronic inflammatory disease
• Advanced age
• Nicotine use
• History of radiation therapy
• Anticoagulation or bleeding disorders
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Other considerations for use of sNPWT in surgical patients
How it applies to use of PICO◊ sNPWT
Panel members also highlighted economic discussions and communication priorities
that may need to be considered when implementing PICO sNPWT in surgical patients1

Economic considerations
Discussions with hospital administration
about adoption of sNPWT are the role of the
surgeon, supported by the multidisciplinary
team (and clinical audit where required)
• The costs of using PICO sNPWT can be
outweighed by potential cost savings from:
– Reducing hospital length of stay
– Reducing infections
– Preventing emergency room visits
– Preventing readmissions

Communication priorities
Communication between surgical and postoperative
teams, patients, family and home care nurses about use
of PICO sNPWT is important
• It should be communicated that dressings should be
checked by the surgical and postoperative teams
while patients are in hospital
– Also that PICO sNPWT should be left undisturbed
for up to 7 days subject to the surgical procedure
and surgeon preference
• Patients and nurses should receive simple
written or pictorial instructions for use during
the post-operative period
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Panel recommendations for use of sNPWT1
All surgical specialties
Specific recommendations for certain surgical procedures where PICO◊ sNPWT could be used:

Orthopaedic surgery

Use of sNPWT can help expedite discharge because it has been shown to reduce postsurgical
complications in several orthopaedic procedures (including total knee and hip arthroplasty)

Abdominal surgery

Knowing the high prevalence of complications following abdominal surgery, sNPWT should be used
to prevent or reduce the complexities of healing

Obstetric and
gynaecologic surgery

Using sNPWT to prevent infection or complications after a caesarean section has the potential
to impact the patient and newborn positively

Cardiac surgery

Using sNPWT in patients who have undergone cardiac surgery may help prevent infection and keep
the incision stable

Plastic surgery

Patients requiring plastic surgery and who may have operative risk factors for SSCs could benefit
from using sNPWT to decrease infection, antibiotic use*, reoperation and hospital stay

*Use of sNPWT is not intended to replace perioperative systemic antibiotics, but may help to avoid their use beyond the perioperative period.
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Panel considerations and recommendations on use of sNPWT
Orthopaedic surgery

Considerations
• To help reduce the incidence of surgical
site infections (SSIs), which can result in
implant removal2
• To help reduce accumulation
of post-operative fluid in soft tissues;3–7
this can affect range of motion and joint
function, which may lead to early hospital
discharge and speed up rehabilitation1

Recommendation
Use of sNPWT can help expedite discharge
because it has been shown to reduce
postsurgical complications in several
orthopaedic procedures (including total knee
and hip arthroscopy)1

• To help keep the incision covered and
secured,8 which may reduce the incidence
of SSCs for extremely thin patients or those
with poor nutritional status1
• To help reduce the risk of dehiscence and
postoperative infection for obese patients1
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Panel considerations and recommendations on use of sNPWT
Abdominal surgery

Considerations
• To help reduce the complexities of healing
as the incidence of SSCs is high in abdominal
surgery1,4,8–10
• For example, patients undergoing colorectal
surgical procedures are perceived to be
at increased risk of seroma, hematoma,
and SSIs versus other procedures,8 due
to the large surface area involved and the
presence of interstitial fluid1

Recommendation
Knowing the high prevalence of complications
following abdominal surgery, sNPWT should be
used to prevent or reduce the complexities
of healing1
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Panel considerations and recommendations on use of sNPWT
Obstetric/gynaecologic surgery

Considerations
• To help reduce the risk of SSCs in women
undergoing obstetric or gynaecologic
surgery with pre-operative risk factors
(eg, pre-pregnancy BMI >35kg/m2, diabetes,
nicotine use, presence of a large pannus, use
of immunosuppressive medications, long
preoperative stay and repeat caesarean
sections)1

Recommendation
Using sNPWT to prevent infection
or complications after a caesarean section has
the potential to impact the patient and newborn
positively1

• SSIs after caesarean section can be painful
and traumatic for mothers, which can affect
caring for their newborn11
• Re-explorations of the abdomen,
repeat caesarean sections and emergency
cesareans increase the risk of SSCs1,12–14
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Panel considerations and recommendations on use of sNPWT
Cardiac surgery

Considerations
• To help reduce morbidity15 and the overall
cost of care16 by helping to prevent
mediastinal SSIs1

Recommendation
Using sNPWT in patients who underwent
cardiac surgery may help prevent infection
and keep the incision stable1

• Patients considered to be at high risk
of SSCs include those with diabetes, obesity,
low albumin levels, poor tissue due to
age or steroids, prior methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) infection
and previous procedures8,17
• Sternotomies closed with additional
hardware may benefit from using sNPWT
to protect the incision from bacterial
contamination and keep the incision stable
(ie, reduce lateral tension)1
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Panel considerations and recommendations on use of sNPWT
Plastic surgery

Recommendation

Considerations
• To help reduce the risk of infection
and reoperation, antibiotic use* and length
of hospital stay1
• Pre-operative risk factors for SSCs
in patients undergoing reconstructive breast
surgery are similar to other types of surgery
(ie, diabetes, obesity, nicotine use and cancer
treatments)8,18

Patients requiring plastic surgery and who may
have operative risk factors for SSC could benefit
from using sNPWT to decrease infection,
antibiotic use*, reoperation and hospital stay1

• Plastic surgeons often assist other specialties
with procedures, some of which could
be contaminated after trauma or from
abdominal contents1

*Use of sNPWT is not intended to replace perioperative systemic antibiotics, but may help to avoid their use beyond the perioperative period.
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Panel recommendations for a typical surgical care bundle1
Where PICO◊ sNPWT could be included

A surgical care bundle approach, which considers use
of sNPWT, can be adopted by clinical groups and hospitals
for perioperative management and/or to help predict
post-operative SSCs
This approach uses:

A sample care bundle for surgical procedures:
• Comprehensive pre-operative testing
• SSC risk factor identification*
• Nasal decolonisation
• Blood glucose optimisation

• Pre-operative risk stratification

• Use of chlorhexidine gluconate wipes (night before surgery)

• Effective team communication

• Skin closure using sutures

• Clear liquids after midnight (not nil by mouth)
• Appropriate use of perioperative antibiotics
• Maintenance of warm operating room temperature
• Standardised incisional management using sNPWT*
• Early referral to wound care team for SSCs
• Education of care givers, patients and family

*Risk factors where use of sNPWT should be considered
Advanced age, diabetes, emergency procedure,
immunosuppression, long perioperative hospital stay,
nicotine use, obesity (BMI >35kg/m2), poor nutrition,
presence of hardware and previous MRSA infection
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How to embed use of PICO◊ sNPWT in standard
post-operative management to help prevent SSCs
Strong clinical and economic evidence supports the use of PICO sNPWT as part
of surgical care bundles and local protocols to help reduce the incidence of SSCs19,20
• The panel proposed three steps for incorporation of sNPWT into surgical care bundles
and protocols,1 which could be applied to PICO sNPWT as follows:

1

2

3

Define

Establish

Prove

the at-risk population

a financial case for change

Define risk factors for:

• Estimate the number
of procedures

benefit by implementing
a pathway

• Patients
• Procedures
• Perioperative period
• Intra-operative period

• Understand the expected SSC
incidence
• Calculate expected costs
for treating SSCs, including:
– Length of stay (bed days)
– Readmissions
– Re-interventions
– Out-patient follow-up care
– Community follow-up care

• Identify patients through
pre-operative screening
• Apply PICO sNPWT as standard
of care
• Embed practice change
through regular communication
and education

• Compare expected costs
of SSCs with the cost of using
PICO sNPWT
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Role of the care team in delivering surgical care bundles
that may include PICO◊ sNPWT
The panel made specific recommendations on the role of care team members in ensuring
the success of surgical care bundles and how to assess appropriate and effective use of sNPWT1

Care team members
• All players on the health care team
must understand and accept their roles
and the rationale for the interventions
that need to be put in place
• Care team members need to ensure surgical
patients are informed about and involved
in their care and monitored throughout
the healing process

Use of sNPWT
• Identifying patients at risk for complications is
paramount to demonstrating where sNPWT can be
most effective
• A canister-free sNPWT device should be used
as part of a surgical bundle
• Postoperative care should include monitoring
the extended use of sNPWT

• Care team members need to ensure
the bundle is working to achieve
good outcomes
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Overcoming challenges: clinical/administrative stakeholders1
Application to use of PICO◊ sNPWT

The panel suggested that addressing clinical and financial
burdens of additional inpatient days, readmissions,
and/or surgical reintervention (ie, cost effectiveness)
can help facilitate a change in practice and standard of care
using PICO sNPWT
• Upfront costs should be compared with estimated
expenditure for treating SSCs (including infection)
in a specific patient population
• Where its use may not be cost effective for all patients,
it can be reserved for those at highest risk of SSCs
• Restrict use for all high-consequence patients, such as
for joint replacement patients where deep infection could
be catastrophic (ie, result in implant removal)
• Preoperative identification can ensure that a device
and dressings are available in the operating room at time
of surgery, avoiding indiscriminate use for patients
who are at low risk of SSCs

Using PICO sNPWT can potentially
reduce postoperative expenses,
which can outweigh the initial
outlay of funds
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Summary of panel findings on use of sNPWT1
applied to PICO◊ sNPWT

PICO sNPWT can be incorporated into a care bundle
or standardised protocol for patients undergoing
surgery to help:
• Expedite discharge in orthopaedic surgery
• Reduce complexities of healing in abdominal surgery
• Reduce the incidence of infection or complications
in obstetric and gynaecologic surgery

Use of PICO sNPWT can be embedded in standard
post-operative management by:
• Defining the at-risk population
• Establishing a financial case for change
• Proving benefit by implementing a pathway
(with regular reviews)

• Reduce the incidence of infection and keep
the incision stable in cardiac surgery
• Reduce the incidence of infection, decrease
antibiotic use*, reduce the risk of reoperation
and shorten hospital stay in plastic surgery

Current informed opinion and research
support incorporating PICO sNPWT
into surgical care bundles

*Use of sNPWT is not intended to replace perioperative systemic antibiotics, but may help to avoid their use beyond the perioperative period.
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